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INTRODUC]TION

Industrial pollution in our country is on increase and creating a high-risk env

various legislations viz. The water (prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1

Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 have come into force and organization [ndustri

meant profit-making and environment was grossly neglected. It is being real

industry and environment also over the years awareness has brought in realization to

Environmental Protection a bare necessity. Yet, the investments for such a pro

still considered a liability by many industrialists mainly due to lack of upto-date

practices of environmental management. Consideration of environmental factors at

production helps in minimizing material loses and a.lso in reduction of liabilities in

run.

The growing environmental pollution and the complexity of this problem with i

risks from the regulatory controls needs an effective management tool so as to

pollution and to make pollution control Programmes cost-effective and feasible.

Environmental Audit is a technique being introduced for integrating the

industry and the environment so that these could be mutually supportive. This tec

basically a part of industry's internal procedures in meeting their responsibilities

better environment. Also lndia provides for submission of environment

concerned industries, which would subsequently evolve into an environmental

notification under the Environmental (Protection) Rules, 1986 has been issued on

1993, requiring industries to submit an environmental statement for the financial

on March 31 in Form V to the concerned State Pollution Control Boards on

September 30 every year begiruring 1993 (Annexure 1). The Department of

Affairs also agrged to include this requirement as a part of the Director's Arurual

The submission on an environmental statement is applicable to the following.
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I
l. Those who require consent under the water (prevention &

tion) Act, 1974

2, Those who require consent under the Air (Prevention & Control of polluti

1981, and

3. Those who require authorization under hazardous wastes (Mana

Handling) Rules, 1989.



a.

b.

c.

d.

PHILOSOPHY OF ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT

Definition

Environmental auditing is a management tool comprising a

periodic and objective evaluation of how will the management

with aim ofi

Waste Prevention and reduction.
Assessing compliance with regulatory requirements.
Facilitating control of environmental practices by a
Placing environmental information in the public domain.

In the industries, especially the chemical industries, raw

the stoichiometric requirements because of the limitations on

operational efficiencies and the raw materials purity.

materials, unless recovered, find their way include

liquid and solid phases .End-on-the pipe waste treatment

wastes are carried to a common facility for treatment, is

uneconomical due to the complexity of the problems

their quantity and characteristics. The waste generation ma

seasonally, especially in case of the multiplicity of man

premises, The waste water characteristics also widely vary

discharged from various unit operations of a particular

complexity of problems, the concept of waste prevention and

more effective.
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It is important to find out whether an industry is complying

and other regulatory requirements. It is arso very essential to

aspect, determine the gaps and workout action prans for i
reasonable time frame keeping in view the financial and

Company. In cases of gaps for compliance with the

regulatory bodies courd be apprised of these action plans

irnplementation.

Thus the regulatory risk could be overcome and effective

control. Many a times, the top management of a Company or

aware of the factual situation of their industry from envi

facts fi'om hidden liabilities more often than not expose an i

The management should be able to periodically review the envi

company to formulate/ modify the company's environmental

also imperative that the management of a company should

'attitudes' and 'technical capabilities' of their organizational

environment, pollution control status, and their bounded soci

environment so as to decide on the future mode of actions. pu

of the environment information of the Company,

shareholders, so as to build-in among them confidence. Env

vielved as a 'management tool' internally and 'liaison,

regulatory bodies.
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Benefits of Environmental Audit Environmental auditing has far reachilg

industry, to the society and the nation at large.

i) Determines horv well the process systems and pollution control

ii)

performing, and identifies the operations of poor

Identifies potential cost savings which can be accrued

material consumption by way of waste mini

recycle/recovery/reduction in pollution load.

iii)

iv)

Increases awareness of environment requirements,

I{elps in understanding the technical capabilities and

organization in a Company.

v) Provides up-to-date environmental database of nse

emergencies etc.

vi) Unravels surprises and hidden liabilities due

exposure to litigation can be reduced.

vii) Ensures independent verification, identifies matters needing

provides timely warning to management on potential

safeguard environment, and assists in complying with

laws and regulations, with the Company's policy with the

standards.

Evaluating training programmes and

personnel.

ix) Evaluating management to give credit for good

Performance.

viii) to assist in
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objectives of the Environmental Aucrit helps in pollution contror, improvecr p
safety and health and conservation ofnatural resources and hence its overalr object
stated as achieving of sustainable development. However for conductirrg envi
audit, objectives are to be defined clearly, or else the audit procedure u,,l be
varying interpretations which may yield and co,tribute to difference in approac
influencing the end results' 1'he objectives of environmental audit in an industry arei) To determine the mass balance of various materiars used and the:

various process equipment so as to identify usage of materialsi in
required, to review the conversion efficiencies of process
accordingly fix up norms for equipment/performance and min
wastes.

(a) To identify trre areas of water r*age and wastewater generation ancr d
the characteristics of wastewater; (b) To determine the emissionr;. their
quantities and characteriitics; ancr (c) To determine the soricr w
hazardous wastes generated, their sources, quantities and characteristics,

v)

iv)

iii) To identify the possibilities of waste minimization, and recovery and rec
wastes.

To determine the performance of the existing waste treatment/control
as to modifu or instalr additional or artemative control equipment

To determine the impact on the surrounding qnvironmenfi (groundwater,

residential area, agricultural area, sensitive zone, etc.) due to the di
wastewater, emissions and solid wastes form thO industry 4nd accordingly i
suitable preventive measur.es, if necessary.

To verity compriance with the standards and conditions

regulatory bodies under the Water Act, the Air Act and

(Prot-ection) Act; and
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vii)

ix)

'technical' view point, ,attitudinal, 
view point and trai and (b)

environmental policy of the Company.

viii) Environmental audit helps in assessing the of raw materi (whether in
same it also

excess or not) and various methods to be to recover
helps in periodical assessment of the treatment es adopted for abatement
of various pollutants generatecl like w air and solid etc and tomodifr the same to achieve better working effic

Environmental auditing has far reaching benefits to the industry :o the r;ociety

To check the effectiveness of (a) organizati
decision making and environmental manaseme

set-up of indur;try for
with special re to their

of process

cost saving

data

awareness oIt

latory noffns

in pollution

n of natural

l), West

environmental requirements. It ensures independent verificati identifies
matters needing urgent attention, provides warrrings on ial futures
problems and thus reduces exposure to litigatlon. It mai helps in
safegr,rarding the environment and assists in complying with reg

and nation at large. It helps in determining the working effici
and pollution control systems. It also aids in identifying
techniques that can be adopted and it provides an up to date envi
for use in organization towards pollution control ancl increases th

of local, regional and national laws. Environmentar audit
control and in improving production, safety, hearth, and conse^,,a
resources.
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INTRODUCTION:

NUs' ARYA sEA FooDS.pvT. LTD., prant is situated in R.s
Budarayudu cheruvu(village), Konithiwada (panchayat), veeravasaram

Godavari. Dist., The prant is situated on the way ofl veeravasaram _ B

Road. It is situated about 5 KM from veeravasaram,

The Industry is produced Frozenshrimp from the raw sea Food.

produced 8.0 T I Day of processed Frozen shrimp during the year zolg-
material raw sea food is available hom near by po,ds. The

problem in procuring the raw material.

does
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The processing plant is equipped with modern

1. Washing.and Cleanins: _ The shrimps shall be
to remove the mud and other sand particles on the bocly
to remove the hanging of unwanted meat if any.

2. Grading: - The shrimps which are shall be graded

individual pieces. The graded shrimps shall be kept in
quality and freshness of the material.

3' Packine (settipe):- The graded shrimp shail be packed
give better appearance to the finished product.

4. Plate freezine / IOF: - The pans shall be kept in a
in to the contact plate freezer. Freezing will be done at

provided.

5. Final packine: - The frozen slabs of 6 or l0 number

coated 5 ply corugated master carton.

6. Storing: - The finishecl product shall be stored at -180C.

DE

processing cum freezing capacity of the prant is 20 MT
involves many steps such as washing, cleaning, gracling,
storing' In each stage, the qualiry of the raw materiar wil
each is as follows.
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ARYA SEA FOODS P

PROCESSING STEPS

Heading(Removingcephalothorax) (Heacl

(Head Porrion)

Raw material (Head On) pra,

I
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Headless p,

\/
Sorting /,Grading

I

I
Weighing & Setting

I
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Plate Freezing / IeF
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+

Storing at -1SoC
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+
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BAR SCREEN

EQULAIZATION TANK

Trea{ t3

rSBUI

AERATION TANK

CLARIFIED VATER TANT

SLUDGE DRYING BEDS
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The water requirement for Washing, cooling and
Day' For the purpose of washings 65000 Lts/Day, cooling
consumed and the remaining 10000 Lts / Day is for cromestic.
from bore well.

The source

WATER POLLUTION:

The waste water generated is from thorough washing Shrimp
to remove dirt. For treating the effluent, an effluent plant is
After treatment, it is being utilised for greenbert dever The
from domestic section is being clischarged through septic tank

AIR POI,LUTION:

The main source of Air pollution is from generators o capacity 22:5
and 650KVA DG Set. To abate nbise pollution the stacks of
silencer cum muffler and the height of chimney is provided as the guide li

purpose i 8500Ctl,ts /
up 10000 / Day is

the water is

beheading

operated.

generated

pit.

VA- lNo
DG set is fitted rvith



t

A good amount of green belt and internal roads were
and safe environment in the prant premises. Good house
solid waste generated from pro..r, is shell & head waste
manufacturing units. The management is operating effluent

The management has taken proper measures
steps taken by the management has reduced the impact of
environment.
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Environmental statement for the financial year encling

PART.A

D Name and address of the
Owner / occupier of
Industry operation or
Process.

U) Industry Category

UD Production Capacity

IV) Year of Establishment

V) Date of last environmental
Statement submitted

SRI Y.VENKAII'A
['Us. ARYA SEA

BUDARAY|JDU
KONITHIWADA
VEERAVAS;
WEST GODAV

Orange
Prawn Processing

Frozen Shrinrp -
Ice flakes - 1

November 2C,15.

September 2Ctl9.

3l st March
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Water and Raw Material Consumption

D Water consumption m3 /Day

Process

Cooling

Domestic

Name of Products

Processed Frozen Shrimp

PART. R

65000 Lts/ Day

10000 Lts/ Day

10000 Lts/ Day

Process water
Unit of

During the previousr
financial year
(2018-201e)

During the
financial year
(201e-2020)

8 m3l I Tonne of
Product

8m3/1
Product



(fD Raw Material Consumption:

------:-----

Name of
the Raw
Materials

Name of
Products

Raw Sea Food processed Frozen Shrimp l.4g T/l T of
Product

Soap oil

Processed shrimp

Per urdt of utput (1 MT)

During the
financial year

(2018-201e)

1.0 Ltll T of

During
Lnancia

(201e-

1.49 Tt 1

1.0 Lt/t

3
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PART. C

Pollution discharged to environment/unit of output.

(Parameter as specified in the consent issued)

Pollutants Quantity of
Pollutants
Discharged
(mass/day)

(Ke /Day)

Concentrations
pollutants in
discharges
(mass/volume)

(Mg /Ltr.)

Percentage
of variation
from prescri
standards wi
reasons

(a) WATER:

pH 
7.sT.D.S 117 .97 1815T.S.S 2,86 44c.o.D 9.29 v3B.O.D t.82 89O&G <1

Note:- The euantify of effluent generated is 65 Kr.D.

(b) AIR: (Ambient Air Quatiry Data):

S,NO. RESULTS

(ugsim3)
STATION

(1)

86

30

1.

2.

J.

4.

Particulate Matter (PMro)

Particulate Matter (PM2.5)

Sulphur Dioxide

Oxides ofNitrogen

Station (1): Near Security gate
Station (2): Near Processing Plant

with in the

ATION

All the

6
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18



(As specified under Hazardous Wastes/Management &

Hazardous Wastes

(a) FromProcess

(b) From Poilution
Control Facilities
Waste oil from DG Sets,
Compressors etc.

PART. D

HAZARpOUS WASTEE

rules, 1989

During the
Previous
financial year
(2018-20Le)

ML

NIL

During the
current
financial
(201e-2020)

NIL

NIL

4s0 L

Total Quantity (Kg.)
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I
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PART. E

SOLID WASTES

From Process (disPosable waste)

From pollution control facitity (From ETP)

Quantity recYcled or re-utilised

Within the unit.

Sold

DurirLg
Previous
financial

During the
current

financial year
(2019-2020'.1(201ti-201

940 TA/ear

10.0 T/year

-NIL-

ETP sludge is as manure after drying and

is used for green belt and

agricultural field.

Disposable is being given to feerl manu

facturing units

Total Quantity
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Please specify the characterisations (in
as well as solid wastes and indicate

categories of wastes.

PART. F'

terms of composition quantum) of hazar.dous

disposal practice adopted for both threse

No hazardous waste is generut.a from process. llhe solid waste generated ft.om
the process is disposable waste (shell and head waste). It is being sent to feecl
manufacturing units through closed boxes and closed ve,hicles .The sludge from ElU, is
being used as manure after drying and is used for development of greenbelt .nd
agricultural lands.

measures taken on conservation of natu.ral

LTD ., has taken

air, solid wast.es and

necessary measures tlor

also in the developrnent

The effluent is generated from thorough washing of the shrimp after deheading to
remove dirt. For treating the effluents, an effluent treatment plant is being operated. After
treatment, it is Ueing utilised for greenbelt development and the balance into drain. The
effluent generated from domestic section is being sent to septic tank followed by soak pit.

PART. G

Impact of the pollution abatement
resources and on the cost of prodirction.

trOs.ARYA SEA FOODS pVT.
conholling pollution with respect to water,
of green belt in the plant premises.

WATER POLLUTION:



AIR POLLUTION:

The main source of air pollution is from DG set of capacity 225KvA-z Nos. 650KvA DG Set' To abate noise pollution the stacks of the the DG sets are fitted with
silencer cum muffler' The stack emissions & Ambient air quality values 

'f 
pMro, p.M2.5,

so2 & No* are with in the limits to the standards stip,latecl by A.p.pollution control
Board.

SOLID WASTE:

The solid waste generated fiom process is disposable waste (sheu g: Head warite).It is disposed to feed manufacturing units through crosed vehicles.

The steps taken by the management has reduced the impact of pollution on the
surrounding area.

8
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PART - H

Additional measures/investments proposed for environmental pr.otecl;ion
includi,g abatement of po[ution, prevention of poilution.

Greenbelt is developed and it is being maintained. Good house keeping is erlso
maintained' An amount of Rs.7.2 lakhs is spent per annum for the maintenance and
operation of effluent treatment plant. The solid wastes generated are disposed properly.
This year, it is proposecl to increase the green belt with variety of saplings in addition to
the existing green belt for balancing eco-environment ancl aresting odour neusense. f-he
management is taking steps to reduce the water consumption to the possible extent ,nd
also taking proper safety measures to avoid danger.

PART.I

Any other particulars for improving the quatity of the environment.

The management will take efforts to maintain clean and good environment in the
premises.


